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2 of 2 review helpful We want our hair shirts Bruckner analyzes why we want to believe we are egregiously wounding 
Gaia By Graham H Seibert Bruckner offers a philosopher s take on the family of issues related to ecology that have 
come up over the past half century In his introduction entitled The Return of Original Sin he writes Ecologism the sole 
truly original force of the past half century has challenged the The planet is sick Human beings are guilty of damaging 
it We have to pay Today that is the orthodoxy throughout the Western world Distrust of progress and science calls for 
individual and collective self sacrifice to lsquo save the planet rsquo and cultivation of fear behind the carbon 
commissars a dangerous and counterproductive ecological catastrophism is gaining ground Modern society rsquo s 
susceptibility to this kind of thinking derives fr As stylistically gratifying as he is intellectually lucid Bruckner presents 
a clear alternative to the accepted thought on one of this era s hottest topics Publishers Weekly A sizzling new polemic 
against apocalyptic envir 
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